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NSW Minister 

of Planning 
Department of Planning and Environment,  

 23-33 Bridge Street, Sydney NSW 2000  

Project Assessment Committee - Briggs  

 

 

“MTW 2014 Approval CHAG Implementation Complaint” 
 

 This letter of Complaint raises three issues for Urgent action by the 

Minister of Planning, as yet again the Bulga Milbrodale Community are 

to be left to suffer the indignity and Psychosocial impact from Coal 

Mining as it has over the last 40 years. 

1. Bulga Residents being again sidelined by RIO Tinto and NSW 

Planning in the decision making process regarding Bulga 

Environs Cultural Heritage Conservation. 
 

2. “Cockfighters Valley Precinct” History and Heritage is about 

to be glossed over again by the MTW CHAG processes that 

they have recently announced. 
 

3. Call for recognition of Bulga Cultural Heritage Group Entity 

and support of the Bulga Cultural Centre proposal June 2016 

submitted to CHAG and as attached.   

 

ingleton hire ealthy nvironment roup 

  “MTW Colonial Heritage – CHAG planning ”  
 

    

A community-based group looking to address Environmental  

 issues affecting Singleton Shire residents 

               P.O. Box 626 

            Singleton NSW 2330 

            ssheg@hotmail.com 

             Author: Dr Neville Hodkinson PhD 

 We seek identification as to what is making our Children and  

Community Sick so they can be mitigated by OH&S Compliance Orders. 

 

  SSHEG Focus on Health 
 

SSHEG is Not Anti Mining or Anti Power Stations 

 

 

mailto:ssheg@hotmail.com
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1. Bulga Residents being again sidelined by RIO Tinto 

and NSW Planning in the decision making process 

regarding Bulga Environs Heritage Conservation. 
 

For forty(40) years since the demise of Patrick Plains Shire in 1976 

and the forced amalgamation as Singleton Shire Council, Bulga 

Community has been left to their own resources resulting in the formation 

of Bulga Milbrodale Association and their reliance upon local fundraising 

to improve Village Infrastructure. In the meantime they have battled 

Government Departments and local Council for a fair deal for their 

Village while having the suffer the indignity of witnessing the demise of 

their Heritage, House by House by Mining. 

Contrary to PAC Approvals, in Nov 2015 NSW Planning and MTW 

Mine have intervened to change the MTW European Heritage decision 

making process, with now the Singleton Shire Council to be the Heritage 

arbitrators and approvers of all MTW CHAG Projects. This appears a 

deliberate decision to exclude both the CHAG and the Bulga Cultural 

Heritage Group Entity’s involvement.  

After five years of RIO Tinto Coal & Allied Conservation Heritage 

Advisory Committee (CHAG) meetings, and now possibly to avoid 

complicating RIO’s Sale Strategy, MTW Conservation Heritage 

Management now has advised, contrary to previous CHAG and PAC 

Approvals advice, that NSW Planning and MTW Mines has approved 

documents that establish Singleton Shire Council as the exclusive 

Heritage decision maker.  

Instead of CHAG members being involved in the Heritage decision 

making processes along with Heritage Council of NSW, it now appears 

that Singleton Shire Council echelon are intended to be the decision 

makers as they have for the last thirty odd years related to any Mine 

Compensation Monies and thus the devastation their impact has had on 

the local communities such as Bulga and Milbrodale.  

The Question is: was it always the aim to extinguish Bulga all along 

by denying the Colonial and Aboriginal Significance of the area, and 

Mine it all? Even the 2015 PAC proposed the Health option to relocate 

and move the Bulga Village to make way for Coal Mine Expansion ! 
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Reviewing the treatment received by the Bulga Village Community 

over the last 40 years from Singleton Shire Council, it has been less than 

proportional, with much of the Bulga Community infrastructure 

improvements actually funded by the Bulga Community itself.  

It is clear that ever since the Patrick Plains Shire in 1970 was 

amalgamated to form the “Singleton Shire Council“  that the “Bulga 

Precinct” has apparently been ignored for Funding etc in stark contrast to 

the period from 1876 to 1976 under the Patrick Plains Shire.  

Before the NSW Government and RIO Tinto Mount Thorley 

Warkworth (MTW) Mines further antagonise the Residents of Bulga 

Village, perhaps the NSW Planning Minister, Heritage Council, and 

Planning Assessment Commissioners who approved this 2015 MTW 

Mine Continuation and their associated “Colonial Heritage Provisions”, 

should reconsider the recent Dec 2016 NSW Department of Planning 

CHAG Governance Approvals documents.  

It is made clear here that Singleton Shire CHAG Governance is not 

being argued against, only the continued devastating effect to place CHAG 

decision making and project approvals into the hands of the very people 

and organisations in Singleton Town and Council; where although 

“ostensibly chartering for History and Heritage Conservation” they have, 

by their inaction, collectively watched for forty years the opportunity to 

safeguard their Aboriginal and Colonial Heritage by allowing its wanton 

neglect, deterioration and destruction by Mine Land grab: - This is now so 

obvious to outsiders to these issues. 

This track record of neglect is illustration when compared to 

neighbouring Council efforts: such as,; in 1985 Muswellbrook to Jerrys 

Plains was established as a Landscape Conservation area: and in 1989 the 

Hunter Regional Environmental Plan (Heritage) schedule 5 lists 

Muswellbrook and Wollombi Conservation Areas along with many others 

while Singleton is conspicuous by its absence. 

 This pattern of a somewhat tacit focus on Heritage in Singleton 

Shire Council continues to today: the stark difference between the Heritage 

Conservation initiatives of the adjoining Cessnock, Maitland, and 

Muswellbrook Councils is compared to the underdeveloped Singleton 

Council support as displayed on Council web sites illustrated below. 
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    It is surprising that the 1920 WWI Memorial Gates are Heritage 

Listed while the majority of the Bulga Environs and Village with Homes 

dating back to 1860’s and earlier have been ignored! Why? 
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App P NAHIA 2015 
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2.  “Cockfighters Valley Precinct” History and Heritage is 

about to be glossed over again by the MTW CHAG processes 

that have been recently announced. 
 

Many Residents have voiced concerns that our Heritage and History is 

being lost by Mining activities, particularly Aboriginal Heritage, and 

following the Bulga 2002 Deed of Agreement uproar, the SSHEG 

submission to 2010 Warkworth Mine EIS sought to establish “The Proposed 

Aboriginal, Colonial, Flora and Fauna Conservation Heritage Protection 

Zones” as so detailed. 

Bulga Residents (Aboriginal and Colonial) with Ancestral lineage 

back to the Pioneer Settlers times of “Cockfighters Creek”, feel they have 

been entrusted with the responsibility to protect their Cultural Heritage that 

has been, for whatever reason, suppressed: and they watch day by day as 

yet another Uncle’s Home is destroyed throughout Mine Lease Lands, 

many not even bothered to be researched to identify their Bulga Cultural 

significance during Mining approval processes of their burials.  
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In contrast to Mining silence on Heritage, in a short few weeks in 

2016 Composite Ancestral Heritage was found to relate to many of these 

Mine Lease areas as foreshowed by SSHEG in 2010, and to this is added 

the various Historical writings documented in publications that Residents 

have prepared over the years and in recent times.   

Below is the set of documents that provides the Aboriginal and 

Colonial starting point Research Outline, together with the 20 year three 

stage Community implementation “Bulga Culture Centre” Plans utilising 

the facilities already earmarked at the Heritage listed Bulga School :- 
 

i. “The History of Bulga 1820 -1921”, Alexander Eather 1874-1959. 
 

ii. R.H. Mathews (1880-1918) collection of R. H. Mathews Papers, 

held by the National Library of Australia, Elkin Collection of rare 

books at the University of Sydney’s Fisher Library, and Mitchell 

Library Sydney. 
 

iii. “Bulga Public School – Centenary Celebrations” Sat 19 Oct 1968.  
 

iv. “The Clarks of Bulga –150 years on Cockfighter’s Creek”, 

  Stewart Mitchell (2004). 
 

v.  “A History of Bulga – Gateway to the Hunter Valley since 1820” 

Bulga Milbrodale Progress Associations Inc (2013). 
 

vi. Unpublished manuscript Bill Greenhalgh (2014) “Cockfighter Creek 

– Warkworth Village” Singleton Library. 
 

vii. “Somewhat Perilous” - The journeys of Singleton, Parr, Howe, Myles 

& Blaxland in the Northern Blue Mountains, (2004). 
 

viii. “Bulga Culture Centre – Ancestral Heritage in Hunter Valley”  

  (June 2016) SSHEG. 
 

 Little of this Heritage is either acknowledged or investigated in 

Mine Environmental European Heritage Impact documents, and even less 

Heritage has been protected or restored in the last 40 years, but instead left 

vacant to deteriorate while studies and reports are compiled by Mines. 
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 Bulga Pioneer Settlers - report in 1896 Singleton Argus 
 

We have been shown a photographic group of the oldest surviving residents of 

the Bulga, and judging from the hale and hearty look of the faces which adorn the 

picture we are constrained to admit that nature has been kind to those veterans, 

both male and female, who years ago settled in the vicinity of the Bulga. There are 

12 persons in the group, and their aggregate ages would equal nearly 900 years.  

Mr Peter McAlpin and Mr W. G. McAlpin are the oldest residents—the 

former being 87 years of age and the latter 86. They are natives of Stirling, in 
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Scotland. They arrived in this country in the year 1812 by the steamer “ General 

Graham,”  The latter remarks that they are, no doubt, the oldest immigrants in the 

colony. Mrs. James Clark is also 86 years of ago. She has resided at Bulga for a 

period of 51 years and has been blind the last 20 years of her life. She is a native of 

Scotland. Mr Thomas Eather has reached the age of 72 years, and Mrs Eather that 

of 74. These two residents are natives of Richmond, Hawkesbury. They have 

resided at Bulga for a period of 35 years. Mr Wm. Partridge is 79 years of ago, and 

Mrs Partridge 75. They are natives of England, Mrs Partridge has been an invalid 

for 30 years, and during the last 18 years of her life she has been unable to walk. 

Mr Thos. Hayes is 72 years of age, and Mrs Hayes 70. They are natives of England 

and have resided at Bulga for the past 41 years. Lastly, we have Mrs Holmes, who 

is 56 years old and is a native of Bulga. 

The group was photographed by Mr H. B.Solomons, of this town. 

 

The Pioneer Settlers themselves collectively lived through the turn 

of the 20th Century, and much has been recorded with only an indication 

here of the extent to which this Heritage is being ignored by Coal Mining 

and Governments over the years.  

The early Pioneer Settler Families of Cockfighter Creek established 

an enclave that lives on today in their many ancestral descendants still 

living in and around the area almost two centuries later. The Pioneering 

Culture has many examples. 
 

  “James Swales Clark (J.S), for example was an intense lover 

of nature and knew a good deal about natural history and the flora 

and fauna of the country (J.S living and working at Helenus Scott’s 

Glendon around 1843 association with Ludwig Leichardt at the time 

is perhaps no coincidence) J.S would get native animals – wombat, 

flying squirrel, kangaroo, wallaby, gullawine, platypus, possum, 

goanna and various species of snake, birds and parrots; then skin, 

tret and stuff them for a very fine collection. He would case some 

specimens and send them off to a friend in England who in turn 

would pass them on to one of the British Museums for preservation”   
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Besides Heritage Documents and Artefacts given to local Museums, 

significant records and Artefacts from the earliest Pioneer Settlers at 

Cockfighter’s Creek were sent by local Cockfighter’s Creek Settlers to the 

Museums around the world, and especially the Australian Museum. 

 In particular, boxes of Aboriginal Stone Artefacts were sent to the 

Australian Museum, Sydney that were collected by the Colonial Farmers 

on land in the period 1900 to 1940’s as better and deeper ploughing 

occurred over the “Cockfighters Valley Precinct” Environs. 

Significantly, in 1918 Australian Museum recorded and with locals 

photographed the collection of Sacred Bora Trees and then tree specimens 

were taken for their preservation in view of the likely loss to bush fires.  

 

For the last 40 years, the true Aboriginal and Colonial significance of 

the Cockfighters Valley Precinct had to be ignored and downrated so that 

Open Cut Coal Mining could proceed. However when the full weight of 

Archival evidence, Museum Artefacts, Colonial records, newspapers etc 

are gathered, the true loss by Mining will be seen. 

The History of Bulga near Singleton N.S.W. from 1820 to 1921  

by grandson Alexander Nicholas Eather (1921 extract) 
 

The Cockfighter Creek presented a very different appearance to the early 

settlers from its present aspect, being then deep and narrow with alternate 

stretches of deep water and sand. Then the banks were fringed with big, shady 

oak trees. This was the main water supply of Bulga. In the vicinity wandering 

tribes of blacks were to be seen. On the sites of their old camps the stone 

implements of this strange race are found today. From an enthnological 

standpoint Bulga is an intensely interesting locality for many beautifully made 

stone implements found today throw considerable light on savage life. Here 

also is to be seen the remains of an ancient Bora ground with its sacred circle 

still defined by small mounds of earth and a ring of carved trees, still bearing 

the curious emblematical devices which marked this strange and mysterious 

ceremony of initiation to tribal rites. This Bora was held in 1852. On reliable 

authority of residents of the locality it was attended by between 500 and 600 

blacks from various tribes from as far as Mudgee and Goulburn.  
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Investigations in preparing “The Bulga Culture Centre – Ancestral 

Heritage in Hunter Valley” (2016) (attachment 1) soon identified 

“Cockfighters Valley Precinct” as a rightful adjunct of the Greater Blue 

Mountains National Parks as the various Aboriginal and Colonial 

connectivity relationships surfaced. This is recorded by the Pioneer 

Settlers as typically illustrated below, firstly by Alexander Eather in 1921 

and secondly, by RH Mathews Surveyor of Singleton in 1893. 

   

  

  
In 1826 Thomas and wife Sarah Eather with her small son Thomas 

riding a bullock, William Mc Alpin, young Billy Freeman, a number of 

Aboriginals and dogs started out on the one hundred mile trek. Marked trees 

were the only guide they had, but the Aboriginals were masters of the bush. 

They had trade routes right through the mountains where they traded with 

other tribes for such things as the best stone for axe heads and flints…..Their 

devotion to duty, their courage in dealing with strange tribes….Arriving on the 

western side of where the creek from “The Inlet” (Hayes Creek) runs into 

Wollombi Brook they erected bark hut and later a substantial a slab dwelling 

home named “Richmond”….When the Eathers arrived there was a camp of 

300 Aboriginal near where they settled. These rightful people of the land 

proved extremely helpful to the pioneers… 

It is generally supposed by old colonists who have been a good deal 

among the aborigines in the early days of the Colony that the figure of a 

man represents either a good or evil spirit, and generally were those who 

presided over the ceremony of the Bora. The figure in this cave, having the 

legs and arms fully extended, seems to represent a man lying on the ground. 

It is known that, at the ceremonies of the Bora some of the aboriginal tribes 

were in the habit of making a colossal figure of a man on the ground with 

sticks, and covering them over with earth, so as to show the outline 

distinctly. Such a figure represented Baiamai, or the Great Spirit. In front of 

this cave there is a large level valley, timbered with large and lofty trees, 

well suited for a Bora ground, and I think it more than probable that Boras 

were held here, and that the figures in the cave are connected with the 

ceremonies which took place on such occasions. There was plenty of good 

water in the Bulgar Creek close by, and good hunting grounds all around. 

R.H. Mathews 1893 
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The Ridges and Saddle Ridge to the East of Bulga Environs across 

to the Hunter River and all along and parallel to the Wollomi Brook will 

have been replaced by Mine overburden Dumps, and Final Voids as 

mining may come to an end in 30 more years. 

Resident’s Health and Social Impacts pale into insignificance when 

the Flora and Fauna impacts are considered. More is the pity that a 

mutually agreeable balance was established in the 2002 “Deed of 

Agreement”, where areas were set aside from Mining; as illustrated. 
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Confusion of the interplay within the Aboriginal and Colonial and 

European Heritage Conservation Zone exists as outlined to CHAG in 

previous meetings. There are clear Colonial artefacts within the now so 

called “Aboriginal Conservation area” along with the land discrepancy of 

the futuristic extent for Mining (not approved) as shown. 
 

         
PAC Consent Nov 2015 P70 
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Significantly, the Thorley Public Pioneer Cemetery on Lydes Lane 

is conspicuous by its absence, as are the “Girale and Newport” 

Homesteads not recognised in the Mine Leases and Lands as Artefacts. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 When things go wrong in Open Cut Mining, and compensation is 

warranted; should not the local Communities benefit from compensated? 

 

 

NSW EPA Enforceable Undertakings Case Studies 
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Similarly, when endangered species of birds are impacted by 

Mining, and the money goes to OEH to be spent where!!!! 
 

 
Perhaps some of this money needs to be used to establish the 

“Wedge-tailed Eagles -Bulga Bird Study Group”, to compensate for the 

loss of their foraging Lands to Mining in this area. 

It is noted that the Wedge-tailed Eagle owns this land; and a recent 

feeding encounter on Wallaby Scrub Road and the reported fear of 

damage of Drones use at the Bora Ground confirms this land as their 

territory and should have been considered in the Mine EIS Documents. 

   

 However, it is more than disappointing that trading has been 

attempted of one Heritage item in favour of another. (most of Wallaby 

Scrub Road with no Mine Lease) traded for (portion of Charlton Road 

with funding promise to GNR Group at the time). This is outlined in the 

NSW Heritage Councils reported response to the obvious NSW Planning 

and Mining pressures. 
 

 
 

Wallaby Scrub Road and Convict Built Bridge across the Wollomi 

Brook is only part of Mitchell’s Great North Road on its way North, now 

through Hunter Valley Operations Mines and Lemington; and on to 

Muscle Brook, as the NSW Colonial Government’s plans in the 1830’s 

extended to Northern Territory Coast at “Victoria” as a trade route. 

 

Unfortunately, up until now, the Bulga Milbrodale Community has 

relied upon its own resources to defend both their Community existence 

from Mining along with the Aboriginal and Colonial Heritage significance 

of these Bulga Environs.  
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3. Call for recognition of Bulga Cultural Heritage 

Group Entity and support of the Bulga Cultural 

Centre proposal June 2016 submitted to CHAG.   
 

The “Bulga Ancestral Culture Centre” at this stage is seen to 

dovetail with the “Our Villages Our Vision 2012” and Bulga Stock 

Reserve by incorporating the Heritage significant Bulga School that is 

beside and fronting the Putty road as this would be ideally suited for the 

Culture Centre outlined. This is also in line with Bulga Community 

approaches made to Singleton Council in 2011. Concept extracts follow.  
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1982; 
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The Bulga Ancestral Culture emerges 

The initial Phase of the Ancestral Heritage Study in the Hunter 

Valley focuses upon the changing nature of the Colony’s Culture as the 

mixture of the Privileged, Incarcerated, Free Settlers, rich and poor in a 

strange land; lived side by side and interacted with the first peoples and 

their Aboriginal Culture. 

 The Colonial Culture that developed in the somewhat protected 

Colony Environs of the first 30 years of close living 1788 -1818, is 

contrasted with Colonial Settler’s Culture in the next 30 years 1818 -1848 

as the “Foothold of the Colony became an Established Settlement”. 

  The Lion’s share of these changes that imprinted what was to 

emerge as “The Australian Bush Spirit”, and was forged by overcoming 

natures challengers initially, in 1790’s and then in 1820’s at Patricks 

Plains, “The Birthplace of the Hunter Valley”, and the then spread North 

onto the Liverpool Plains and beyond.  

 The Character Traits of the early Explorers, the Pioneers, Early 

Settlers, with Convicts, often dependent on each other for survival; 

starting with Bark Huts as Settlements developed in these “Strange and 

Harsh Lands”. These Traits imprinted upon their lives, coalesced as a 

distinctive Settler Culture in a similar way that Environs had shaped and 

moulded the original Habitants of the land, the Aboriginal Tribes with 

their distinctive language, artefacts and belief systems. 

The cumulative assembly of knowledge, experience, beliefs, values, 

attitudes, meanings, hierarchies, religion, notions of time, roles, spatial 

relations, concepts of the universe, and material objects and possessions 

acquired by a group of people in the course of generations through 

individual and developing Social interaction manifests as the Culture that 

defines each Period as distinct from any other Period. 

The Bulga Environs became the enclave as the “Gateway to the 

Hunter Valley” to the extent that for more than a century Patrick Plains 

provided the Agricultural food bowl pathway of the colony. 
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4. Call for recognition of Bulga Environs as State 

Significant Heritage Area exemplifying “Aboriginal, 

Colonial and Convict Significance”  
 

Fundamental to the recognition of Bulga Environs is the recognition 

of the coexistence of Ancient Aboriginal Cultures that predated 

Aboriginals resident at the time of Pioneer Settlers entering these lands, 

and these combinations and the topography of these lands has led to the 

steadfast Community Culture that survives as an Entity in these particular 

lands. 

 

 

 

 
 

BULGA  

VILLAGE 

 

Warkworth 

Environs 

& Bulga  

Zone 

BROKE 

FORDWICH 

ENVIRONS 

MILBRODALE 

LOCALITY 

 

SADDLE RIDGE Topography 

    YENCO & 

   WOLLOMI 

NATIONAL 

PARKS 

 

UNESCO World Heritage–listed Greater 

Blue Mountains Area National Park that 

forms part of the Great Dividing Range 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UNESCO
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Heritage_Site
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greater_Blue_Mountains_Area
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greater_Blue_Mountains_Area
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Dividing_Range
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Bulga Environs & Bulga Settlement  
 

The Bulga Environs outlined above are shown here limited to the 

western watershed of the Charlton North, Saddle Ridge through to Watts’ 

Hill and the water seepage across the Wallaby Scrub Road – the Great 

Northern Convict built road - and the Flora and Fauna impact of Mining 

on any remaining Lands. 

However, the Pioneer Colonial Settlers in 1821 as Saint Patricks 

Plains extended along the Hunter River as illustrated and described below. 

Both Philip Thorley and Benjamin Singleton are shown on the Hunter 

River in 1821 over the Bulga Environs.  
 

 
 

The “Country of Northumberland” suitable Agricultural Land 

Localities along the River Hunter established Parishes ranging from 

18,000 to 35,000 acres, all with River or Brook frontages, and including 

individual Parish Church and School Estates of 1200 to 2500 acres; 

however without Roads. Philip Thorley’s family amongst the first. 

Bulga 

Settlement 

Philip Thorley 
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Benjamin Singleton in 1822 is recorded as on a small Grant 

upstream of Philip Thorley Grant on the East side of the River Hunter. 

Thus Benjamin Singleton Family was likely here and then the second 

recorded location of Stock was on the Hunter River Flats at Neotsfield in 

the period 1822;  but by 3rd August 1822 this became James Mudie’s 

Grant of 2150 acres. 

By 1825 “The first recipient of land closer to “The Bulgar” was 

Joseph Onus No 225 of 100 acres in 1825”; and a second portion of 550 

acres, on both sides of Cockfighters Creek. By 1829 Land Grants fronting 

the Cockfighters Creek established the Bulga Enclave as it were.    
 

 
 Bulga 1829     Bulga Historic Buildings 
  

 The Bulga Settlement, Culture and Colonial Heritage rose from 

1820 through to WWI, after which the Bulga Settlement grew around the 

Recreation Grounds, Shops, Garages, and Tavern; as we know it today.  
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Aboriginal Significance 
 

The Baiame Cave and the likelihood of Ancient Bora Grounds in 

this vicinity at the Milbrodale Locality was surmised by RH Mathews in 

1893, however by 1820 the Bora Ground used (last in 1852) was located 

just East on the Cockfighter’s Creek some 14 Kms due North of the 

Baiame Cave, and 4Km NNE of Bulga Bridge.  

The Connectivity of Aboriginal and Colonial Tracks and eventually 

Government Roads through the Greater Blue Mountains National Parks 

also established the “Cockfighters Valley Precinct” as an adjunct with the 

Bulga Environs as the “Gateway to the Hunter Valley”.  
 

     
Aboriginal surface Surveys by Mining Companies all along the 

ridges to the East and parallel to the Wollomi Brook and across to the 

Hunter River testify to the Aboriginal significance of all these lands. 

Thus, the Bulga Environs outlined above are shown limited to the western 

watershed of the Charlton North, Saddle Ridge through to Watts’ Hill and 

the water seepage across the Wallaby Scrub Road – the Great Northern 

Convict built road - and the Flora and Fauna impact of Mining on any 

remaining Lands. 
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The significance of the Coexistence Debate  
 

Today the NSW Government promotes their focus, that Mining 

Coexists beside established Communities of the Hunter Valley. 

In reviewing Archival reports and personal letters of the Pioneer 

Settlers on Cockfighter’s Creek in Patrick Plains at these earliest times, 

there is sufficient evidence to indicate that “Coexistence” started long 

before the arrival of Colonial Settlers.  

“The Baiame Tribal Inhabitants” of this Locality resided here and 

“conveyed the understanding” they were entrusted with protecting these 

“Peaceful and Spiritual Gathering Trading Lands”. Many of their 

descendants have been recently spared by their passing of having to suffer 

the indignity of watching their ancestral tribal lands be chewed up by 

Mining, while others today try to convey to authorities their youthful 

dialogue on these lands with their elders. 

John Howe’s Exploration Party, certainly Benjamin Singleton, and 

Aboriginal Myles perhaps better than most at the time respected the bush 

craft of Aboriginals they encountered especially at Jerrys Plains in 1819 

where assistance by way of an easier path to the Grassy Plains led to their 

incursion via escapement certainly beside the Baiame Cave on March 

1920; suggesting at the least “Tacit approval of their Presence”. This is 

not surprising as “Baiame Tribe members” had been previously recorded 

at Bora Gatherings in “ …… in 1810 near the colony outskirts”. 

Later archival recordings already indicate the “Baiame Tribe” as the 

custodians of both the Cave and “Bora Grounds and Tribal assembly areas 

some miles away”, and thus avoided and respected by Colonial Settlers. 

This may explain, that after the last 1852 Bora Grounds gathering of 

Regional Tribes that it was not until 1892 that RH Mathews a local 

Surveyor of Singleton first recorded the Baiame Cave as well as a detailed 

Surveyor of Bora Ground land; however so far without any reference to 

the actual details of the Sacred Bora trees? Why not ? 

While other Tribes were responsible for other skirmish elsewhere, 

the Colonial Recorded History and Archival writings for the Cockfighter’s 

Creek Environs record the peaceful nature of this area so far identified. 
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Colonial & Convict Significance 1820’s 
 

     

 
 

 

 

 

    Warkworth 

Continuation 2014 EIS 

Vol 5Append M-N 

Page 81 
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HERITAGE Listing of Bulga Settlement & Village by 2020  
 

Is the Bulga Settlement finally assured after the 2015 MTW Mine 

PAC 2 option to “Relocating the Village at the expense of the State 

Government and Applicant”, and with the outcome dismissed by all?  

The proposed Revoking of the Mine Subsidence Bulga classification 

in Sept 2016 over this valley area suggests that issues like Bulga Church 

and Cemetery Mine Blasting Damage, etc. are being walked away from. 

An Audit Review would indicate that the Bulga Environs – Bulga 

Settlement & Milbrodale Settlement and its alliances in Patrick’s Plains 

District Council 1843 and Shire1903-1975 have never been fully integrated 

into the Singleton Shire. The 1914 Recreation Grounds and 1920 WWI 

Memorial Gates fell into disrepair, and by the 1980’s a redevelopment 

master plan of the Recreation grounds with new facilities arose.  

 “In 1983 the Bulga Milbrodale Progress Association was formed and 

undertook the mammoth task of restoring the Bulga Recreation Ground to 

its former glory.  A master plan for the development was approved by the 

Shire Council”. Some Funding from Council, Mining and local Businesses 

and Grants, mixed with Community Volunteers labour, also needed the 

BMPA fundraising, a hallmark of gala days and country fairs. 

One year on since the MTW Mine Approval in Nov 2015 and yet no 

Onsite Village Enhancement Work is evident. Thus, the following “Bulga 

Environs, Bulga Settlement and Bulga Settlement Bulga Village” 

Composite Plan below is designed to give the Five Mines that are 

impacting the “Bulga Settlement” two years to fund and finalise, and gain 

approval for the 2020 Bulga Central Village Masterplan, while in the 

meantime provide funding of $100,000 for Bulga Cemetery Repairs, and 

$50,000 tagged for BMPA to obtain Professional services to finalise and 

publish their Bulga Settlement Masterplan Designs, Heritage listings, with 

modern Tourism Caravan/Camping facilities, Motel and B&B Zones. 

 When it comes to Heritage Conservation, “The Bulga Cultural 

Heritage Group Entity” has moved to operate from the Heritage Listed 

Bulga Public School to provide the base for the Aboriginal and Colonial 

Heritage Work as outlined in the June 2016 document entitled “Bulga 

Culture Centre – Ancestral Heritage in Hunter Valley”. 
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  These Maps and the adjoining Parish Maps are dotted with the 

location of buildings and Homes on these Farm lands with clear substantial 

Homesteads marked and recorded State Mapping Maps. 

The Colonial and Convict content related to these dwellings are 

further supported by actual Land Title Records especially in the period 

1820-1891 and then through to current times. 

We believe that the extent of our Ancestral Heritage – Colonial, 

Convict, British, European, etc – warrants that archaeological excavations 

are required in all these identified locations, including the sifting of all 

soils to a depth of one metre to locate any “Colonial Artefacts” before any 

further mining is to proceed at these sites. 

The Bulga Environs perpetuates the Colonial Identity, which records 

the relationship between individual property locality, Mailing address, and 

their ongoing Community associations with Bulga Village. 
 

 
Wambo EIS 2016  - early 1830’s + Tracts to North and East 
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Hunter Valley Pre Open Cut Mining 1947 

 
Early architech in hunter valley 2008 

 

   Today (in 2012) the area is renowned for its vineyards and its coalfields, its 

industry and agricultural pursuits, natural beauty and rural amenity – 

aspects that do not always co-exist comfortably. It is in this changing rural 

and industrial context that the area has begun to ask questions of its future. 

Will we be able to maintain our standard of living? Is our region healthy 

and robust? Are we maintaining standards of equity in our local region? Are 

we sustaining economic health and diversity? Are we planning effectively 

to ensure a sustainable future? It is these types of questions – and the 

passion and commitment of local people to the region – that has encouraged 

the Our Villages, Our Vision project. Local communities in the region are 

expressing their discontent, frustration and concerns about the future of the 

region, particularly regarding the role of mining. It is in this context that 

this project has developed; as a possible way to define a shared and 

inclusive vision for the future. The words and information provided in the 

‘vision’ are derived from community members (long-term and new 

residents), government and industry, local businesses and employees, 

children and families – we thank all who participated in the project for their 

time and contribution……It is hoped that the document will be used by 

community members, groups, government and industry to support strategic 

planning,     (Extract Our Vision Our Future 2o12 – Bulga Mine) 
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How the Bulga Environs should be Compensated from Coal Mining 

 

 Recognition of Bulga Environs as the unique Aboriginal, Colonial 

and Convicts Significance Area. 
 

1) Establish the Bulga Settlement Heritage Park encompassing Bulga 

Culture Centre and Bulga Village Centre. 
 

2) Heritage list Bulga Public Government School built 1879 as such. 
 

3) Strengthen, Repair and document Bulga Cemetery and Mt Thorley 

Cemetery Graves to compensate for the ravages that result from the 

incessant Mine Blasting. (Estimated at $60 -100,000 over five years). 

 

4) Restore and Repair the former Bulga RAAF Base Landing strips for 

Emergency and future Bulga Environs use rather than allowing the 

regrowth to occur. Presently the shorter NE SW Runway is being used 

by Mine Aeroplanes apparently for surveys and Aerial Seeding, while 

the main SE NW runway has been allowed by Mining to become 

overgrown. Heritage Act 1977  Appendix G Classifies both runways as 

“Operational in 2001” and owned by Singleton Council. 
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5) Entomological study of the surface groundwater flow impact on the 

vegetation etc of lands west of the Great North Road from the impact 

of the Mining of North Charlton Ridges and Saddle Ridge, especially 

the Lichen “blanket” over areas of these RAAF lands.  

a   This surface water and seepage has for centuries from the 

Saddle Ridge Watershed to the west, continues down the 

sloping lands into the Bora Ground area and served the 

associated Bora Campsites throughout these lands and can be 

traced to flowing in the Unnamed creek within 400 metres of 

the Sacred Tree Bora Circle near the Wollomi Brook.  

b.  The surface water from around 500Ha around North Charlton 

Ridge now reduced to 75Ha has had devastating effect on the 

‘Newport Swamp”  5 Ha Red Gum perimeter Trees whose age 

is well in excess of 200 years old,; possibly300 to 400 years 

old. 

6) Fund and progressively tidy up and Restore Springwood Homestead 

and Research and Multi Medic Document the earlier Burwood 

Homestead and Cockfighter Creek Crossing at this location. 

 

7) Fund and prepare the Composite recognition by way of Multi Media 

Documents (CrMMD) of the salvage, relocation, and preservation of 

Bulga Environs identified Colonial located on Mine Lease and owned 

Lands. 

 

8) Fund and prepare the Composite recognition by way of Multi Media 

Documents establish on the northern section of State Historically 

Significant Wallaby Scrub Road an Interpretation Centre, tables, 

Toilets, Golden Highway signage and with Multi Media Displays that 

portray the history of the Great North Road and Cockfighter Creek 

Convict crossings, Springwood Homestead, Warkworth Sands and 

walking tours, etc. 
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9) Fund and prepare the Composite recognition by way of Multi Media 

Documents the ongoing Significance of Travelling Stock Routes, 

Howe’s Track, Old Bulga Track, and role of Bulga Pioneer Bullock 

Teams in establishing these and other Government Roads. 

 

10) Fund and prepare (CrMMD) of the Significance of the 1830’s and 99 

Year Stock Lease use of “Mountains and Valleys west of Bulga and 

the relationship to the California and Perimeter Trails, and the impact 

regarding Fire Security of Bulga Environs established over these 

times  

 

11) Fund and arrange the Enlargement of the existing Bulga Recreation 

Ground by an adjoining permanent Camping and Caravan Sites and 

modern Facilities to provide for the envisaged increased Tourism 

associated with Bulga Culture Centre and “Bulga Beats Annual 

Festival” which currently relies upon private arrangements.  

 

12) Fund and arrange the ongoing “Bulga Cultural Heritage Group 

Entity” access to MTW Mine lands for the purpose of Archaeological 

Studies involvement as outlined elsewhere in this and other 

documents. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“The Wonnarua and Hunter Valley Conservation Heritage Park 

(WHVCHP)” proposed in Community Submissions first in 2010 sought 

recognition of the combined Aboriginal and Colonial Heritage 

Conservation. Specifically, the significance of Mitchell’s Great North 

Road connectivity between Broke Vere to Warkworth Village and Wambo 

Homestead involvement in this road was featured in the WHVCHP along 

with the WWII RAAF Base State Significant Heritage. Two Clark 

Ancestral Homes; “Girale and Ohio” were located in this same area while 

“Willow Farm” is nearby. 
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13) Finalise, Fund and progressively implement over the next 5 years the 

Bulga Milbrodale Inc “Bulga Village Bulga Environs Masterplan and 

Facilities” as generally outlined. 

 
“Bulga has a Church, Community Hall, Police Station, Scout Hall, Rural Fire 

Service, NPWS Office & Depot, Sports Ground, Hotel and Service 

Station/Café with approximately 500 residents living in the locality. The 

closely-knit Community gathers regularly at Hall, Hotel and Sports Ground 

functions as well as Church services, RFS and Progress Association meetings.  
  Non-registered heritage items, St Mark’s Church and Cemetery at Bulga. 

Graves within the Cemetery have collapsed in recent years as a direct result of 

mine blast ground vibration. The mining company has been made aware of this. 

c) Other heritage items of local but unlisted significance that have been 

destroyed since mining commenced are:-  McGregor’s shearing shed and 

sheep yards at Doctors Creek,  The pioneer slab cottage with wooden shingle 

roof at Sandy Hollow Creek,  The remains of the hotel beside old Jerrys Plains 

Road, Warkworth and  The 1856 Martin’s Wine Shop at Charlton Road which 

was bulldozed to make way for a relocated power line. No effort was made to 

salvage, relocate or preserve any of these historically significant structures. e) 

The mining company has shown a total disregard for the non-indigenous 

examples of early architecture within their mining lease boundaries. 

  Before Warkworth mine bought the Clark owned RAAF area, it was a large and 

very successful sheep station. The property was around 90% open grazing land 

and with around10% lightly timbered. Since Warkworth purchased the property 

this area has been neglected and trees allowed to take over the southern end of 

this area. 

 

14) Fund, research and Multi Media Document, and provide appropriate 

management and restoration of the 2002 declared NDA1 & 2 and 

HMA1,2 & 3 land areas Environmental Significance. 

 

15) Provide an inventory of Cockfighters Creek Artefacts held in 

Museums throughout the world as a necessary step in the recognition 

of the early Colonial Culture of the Bulga Environs. 
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16)  Fund, research and Multi Media Document the significance of 

Warkworth Sands, their establishment, occurrence throughout the 

Hunter Valley especially within the “Cockfighters Valley Precinct”. 

and HVO and MTW Mine areas. 

 

17) Fund and commission “MTW Historical Significance Study Team” of 

Heritage and Historical eminent scholars and academics, to report on 

the Great North Road to Muscle Brook and beyond and the Bulga 

RAAF Bases. This is to include RAHS, National Museum, Australian 

Museum, State Library, State Archives, Universities and Heritage and 

Historical Bodies. 
  

 
 

18) Celebrate Community Anniversary Opportunities that are approaching in the 

Bulga Community, with amongst the most significant for the Hunter Valley is 

the Howe Exploration of the Land North of the then Colony frontier at Windsor 

in November 1819 and March 1820 at Bulga and Howe’s Monument at Saint 

Patricks Plains, now Whittingham. Visually collated as Talking Heritage 

Modules to capture the Oral Heritage recollections of long standing Bulga 

Community Residents, Siblings, etc, past and present. These Modules to be 

prepared for direct Tourism Interactive Visualisation (TIV) use. 
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Although much Mine compensation has been paid to the Hunter Valley 

Communities, over the last 35 years, (except those that sold to Mines) the most 

affected Residents at Bulga have little to show for their sacrifices in the face of 

Mine Blasting damaging Homes, Cracked Community Buildings, Cemeteries; 

Choking Mine Dust and Fumes, Noise Night and Day, Bright Glaring Lights, and 

the Disease Impact especially on School Children at Bulga, Milbrodale and Broke 

Schools over the years, and Homes vacated when classified as unfit “mine 

affected landholdings“ due to Government assessed Disease Risk from nearby 

Mining Operation. 

This Bulga Culture Centre Vision aims to balance the Mine Compensation 

debt overdue for Cockfighter’s Valley Residents and is planned to be developed 

over the next 30 Years.  

The Summary is as follows:- 
 

Bulga Residents being again sidelined by RIO Tinto and NSW 

Planning in the decision making process regarding Bulga 

Environs Cultural Heritage Conservation. 
 

“Cockfighters Valley Precinct” History and Heritage is about 

to be glossed over again by the MTW CHAG processes that 

they have recently announced. 
 

Call for recognition of Bulga Cultural Heritage Group Entity 

and support of the Bulga Cultural Centre proposal June 2016 

submitted to CHAG and as attached.   
 

 Thanking you in anticipation of your acknowledgement 

Dr Neville Hodkinson 

Singleton Shire Healthy Environment Group 
 

Attachment 1 

  

      “Bulga Culture Centre” – Ancestral Heritage in Hunter Valley “ 

                  Dr Neville Hodkinson PhD - June 2016 @ 140 pages. 
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